If you’re really serious about CB, put your money where your mike is.

Serious CB operators who want to get the most from their transceivers have been setting aside the microphones that came with their radios and replacing them with Turner Microphones. In the United States, they’ve been doing this since the 1950’s. Now they are doing it in 33 countries around the world.

Why?

Radio manufacturers, in order to keep the cost of radios competitive, have designed simple, inexpensive microphones that are just that and nothing more. Turner amplified mobile mikes, on the other hand, with 0 to 15 dB gain controls can supply the extra “talk power” that will fully modulate the radio. Noise cancelling Turner mikes eliminate the unwanted background noise in truck cabs and tractors while delivering clear modulation of the desired signal. Amplified Turner desk mikes with gain controls, push-to-talk switches and lock levers allow the base station operator ease of operation, flexibility and much more “talk power” than the original microphone.

So, if you want to improve your radio’s performance quickly, inexpensively and effectively, then get serious and put your money where your mike is — on a Turner Microphone.

Super Sidekick

This is an outstanding base station mike for SINGLE SIDEBAND operations. The Super Sidekick power mike has two gain adjustments to match the sensitive input requirements of both high and low impedance transceivers. If you’re a sidebander — you’ll be QSA-5 with this mike.

RK 56

This is the “truckers’ favorite” A combination of economy and exceptional noise cancelling, dynamic performance. In large truck cabs, an extra long rugged coil cord provides easy mike handling and the noise cancelling feature blocks out unwanted background noise for clearer transmissions.
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